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Gold rose to the highest level in a week primarily on back of 

softening dollar but overall volatility for the yellow metal was 

low as US markets were shut on account of Independence Day 

holiday. Trade tensions continued to linger, with the U.S. 

expected to impose tariffs on $34 billion in Chinese goods on 

Friday and China, in the recent past, has announced it will 

retaliate with its own duties on U.S. products. China is putting 

pressure on the European Union to issue a strong joint 

statement against President Donald Trump's trade policies at 

a summit later this month but is facing resistance. U.S ISM 

Non Manufacturing PMI Numbers will be released and better 

than expected which is positive for USD weighed on precious 

metals. Broadly, stronger dollar is expected to keep gains 

capped for the yellow metal. 

Crude oil traded lower, losing some steam after two successive 

days of gains after U.S. President Donald Trump sent tweet 

demanding that OPEC reduce prices for crude. Meanwhile, Saudi 

Aramco is planning to change the formula used to price its long-

term crude oil sales to Asia starting from October, marking the 

first change in benchmarks for its official selling prices since the 

mid-1980s. U.S. sour crude sellers have cut their offers for Asian 

buyers on concern that demand may fall as China threatens to 

impose tariffs on oil from U.S. and Middle East supply may rise 

after major producers agreed to increase output. Sellers are 

currently offering at $1 to $1.50 a barrel above Dubai quotes on 

par with Middle East sour crude Oman which is down at least 50 

cents a barrel. Markets await data from EIA due today. 
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S & R 
 

Crude NG 

Support 1 
 

5104 194.1 

Support 2 
 

5068 192.6 

Resistance 1 
 

5161 198.7 

Resistance 2 
 

5197 201.2 
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Gold Silver 
 

Support 1 
 

30598 39060 

Support 2 
 

30546 39020 

Resistance 1 
 

30665 39108 

Resistance 2 
 

30717 39212 
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Base Metals     

S & R 
 

Zinc Lead Copper Aluminum Nickel 

Support 1 
 

184.7 161.7 432.0 144.5 974 

Support 2 
 

181.6 158.5 426.5 143.5 957 

Resistance 1 
 

192.6 163.6 445.9 145.7 998 

Resistance 2 
 

197.5 166.7 454.6 146.7 1005 

Base metals continue to crack for yet another session, with copper and zinc sliding to fresh lows because of new trade tariffs 

on goods from China and US which could dampen demand for industrial metals. Adding to pressure on copper by 

highlighting healthy supplies, Indonesia has extended a temporary operating permit for Freeport McMoRan Inc's Grasberg 

project, until end of month. Zinc tumbled 3.2% to finish at $US 2,700 a tonne, the lowest since June last year. Traders are 

watching large holding, between 40 and 50% of total zinc inventories on LME. It has fuelled worries about short-term 

shortage on LME market and led to premium for cash over 3M, which was at $51. China's top steelmaking city Tangshan 

ordered companies to meet ultra-low emissions targets, latest effort to curb air pollution. Even though this drive's effect on 

aluminium industry remains unclear, some will see it as positive. 


